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Abstract—This paper presents an active resonant conductance method (ARCM) for the design of
large traveling-wave-fed SIW linear slot arrays. Two key slot parameters, slot oﬀsets and lengths,
are derived from excitation coeﬃcients with intermediary active resonant conductance. In this method,
both dominant mode mutual coupling which includes external & internal and higher order modes mutual
coupling are considered. An eﬃcient way to derive active resonant conductance of slots in large slot
arrays is proposed, which makes ARCM feasible for the design of large traveling-wave-fed linear slot
arrays with high performance, e.g., low sidelobe level (SLL). Finally, a 16-slot and a 32-slot travelingwave-fed SIW slot array antennas are designed. The processing of the 32-slot array design shows the
eﬃciency of the proposed method for large arrays. The 16-slot array is fabricated and measured. Results
from simulation and measurement verify the proposed method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Slot array antennas are preferred in many applications due to their high aperture eﬃciency, low sidelobe
level, low cross polarization, and the ability of controlling the radiation patterns [1]. Traditionally, slot
array antennas are constructed on metallic waveguides. Wu et al. [2–5] develop SIW based slot array
antennas. SIW slot array antennas have the characteristics of small size, light weight, low proﬁle, low
cost and easy integration with other planar circuits, which attract many researchers.
In the previous study, almost all the SIW slot array antennas are designed by Elliott’s method
which considers mutual coupling among all the slots [5–11]. In Elliott’s method [12–15], the required
computation eﬀort for the calculation of mutual coupling becomes enormous as the number of slots in
the array increases. The iteration procedure to derive the physical parameters of slots also makes the
design of a large SIW slot array complicated, and convergence problem may be encountered for large
slot arrays [7]. Therefore, Elliott’s method becomes unattractive for large array application [1].
The method in [1] can be applied to large arrays constructed on conventional waveguides. Based on
power allocation technique, the iteration procedure is avoided, and the slot conductance can be directly
derived from slot excitation. However, this method does not consider mutual coupling among slots. For
SIW slot arrays, mutual coupling among slots becomes signiﬁcant, even mutual coupling of high-order
TE20 mode cannot be ignored due to the reduced height, which makes this method unsuitable for the
design of large SIW slot arrays.
The inﬁnite array model for the design of large slot arrays is presented in [16]. Slot active admittance
in the array environment is calculated by using the uniformly excited inﬁnite array models. It is equal
to the average slot active admittance of the arrays which approach a constant value as the array size
increases. However, this method is mainly used for planar arrays, and the accuracy will decrease for
linear arrays.
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In this paper, an active resonant conductance method (ARCM) is proposed for the design of
large traveling-wave-fed SIW linear slot arrays. Instead of computing mutual coupling among all
the slots, active resonant conductance is calculated as intermediary step to synthesize the physical
parameters of slots. In Section 2.1, active resonant conductance distribution of slots in the linear array
is directly calculated from slot excitation coeﬃcients based on power allocation technique. In Section 2.2,
the relationships between active resonant conductance and physical parameters of slots including slot
oﬀsets and slot lengths are derived eﬃciently by uniformly excited ﬁnite array models. Then physical
parameters of all the slots are determined using the above relationships. With the proposed method, a
16-slot and a 32-slot traveling-wave-fed SIW slot arrays are designed and simulated, respectively. The
16-slot array is fabricated and measured. Both simulation and measurement results are presented and
discussed to verify the proposed method.
2. DESIGN PROCEDURE
At the beginning of the array design, the SIW geometry is designed following the rules in [3, 4] to satisfy
center frequency requirement. Then using the equivalent formula for SIW [17], the design of an SIW slot
array can be replaced with the design of a slot array on equivalent dielectric-ﬁlled rectangular waveguide
to save huge simulation time and computation resources [5].
2.1. Active Resonant Conductance Distribution of Slot Array
A model of a traveling-wave-fed SIW linear longitudinal slot array is shown in Fig. 1. The longitudinal
slots are alternatively displaced oﬀ the centerline of the SIW. It can be assumed that the radiated power
of individual slot is proportional to the slot active conductance, and all the slots in the array are actively
resonant at center frequency. The radiating slots can be modeled as shunt active resonant conductance,
in this way, coupling from other slots is included. The equivalent circuit of the SIW slot array is shown
in Fig. 2. Using the power allocation technique [1], active resonant conductance distribution of slots
can be determined by the excitation coeﬃcient of individual slot.

Figure 1. A model of Traveling-wave-fed SIW linear longitudinal slot array.
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of the large traveling-wave-fed slot array.
The active resonant conductance gia of the slot i is derived by power allocation at each slot:
P1
g1a =
Pin
Pi
i = 2, 3, . . . , N
gia =
i−1

Pin −
Pi
j=1

(1)
(2)
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where Pin is the input power at the feeding port, Pi the power radiated by slot i. Pi = KAi , Ai is the
excitation coeﬃcient of slot i, K the proportional factor and given by
K=

Pin − Pl
N

Ai

(3)

i=1

where Pl is the power absorbed by the matching load. It is pointed out that slot 1 is the slot closest to
the feeding end of the SIW.
2.2. Active Resonant Conductance of Slots
The physical parameters of slots from the calculated active resonant conductance depend on the
relationships of active resonant conductance and slot parameters. In a large slot array, the diﬀerence of
mutual coupling between a central slot and a peripheral slot can be ignored, which is necessary to design
a large SIW slot array. Thus, uniformly excited ﬁnite array model can be used to approximate the slot
active resonant conductance in array environment. A large slot linear array consisting of slots with
same oﬀsets and lengths is constructed on the equivalent rectangular waveguide. The active admittance
of all the slots in the constructed array are considered as the same value regardless of their positions.
Changing the slot length in the constructed array, in this case, when maximum power is radiated and
the minimum power are absorbed by the load, all the slots are actively resonant. Then active resonant
conductance for the given slot oﬀset can be calculated by the following formula:

1
N
2
|S
|
21
(4)
ga = 1 −
1 − |S11 |2
N is the number of slots in the constructed array. S21 and S11 are simulated scattering parameters of
the active resonant array. The corresponding slot length is deﬁned as active resonant length. Thus, the
active resonant length for the given slot oﬀset is also obtained.
Repeating the above process for diﬀerent slot oﬀsets, the active resonant conductance and active
resonant length as a function of slot oﬀset can be derived by ﬁtting the obtained data. With these
two functions, slot oﬀsets and lengths in the designed slot array can be directly derived from the active
resonant conductance which have been calculated in Section 2.1.
2.3. Further Discussion
In theory, the ﬁnite array model to calculate active resonant conductance of slots in array environment
has the same number of slots as that of the designed array. Then the computing eﬀort will become
enormous for a large array. However, according to our research, it is not necessary to consider all the
slots for a large array. As a matter of fact, a constructed array with only a few slots is enough to
derive the active resonant conductance accurately. The blue line with circles in Fig. 3 shows the active
resonant conductance calculated with diﬀerent numbers of slots ﬁnite array models. The orange line
with squares shows the relative diﬀerences of the active resonant conductance. It can be seen that the
derived active resonant conductance approaches a constant when the number of slots in the ﬁnite array
model is more than 8. Therefore, the active resonant conductance can be derived with 8 slots ﬁnite
array model only with minor diﬀerence. It makes the proposed method suitable for the design of a large
traveling-wave-fed linear slot array.
3. SIMULATIONS
For veriﬁcation purpose, a 16-slot and a 32-slot traveling-wave-fed SIW slot linear arrays with −25 dB
and −30 dB Taylor distribution are designed by the proposed method. These arrays are designed on the
substrate of Rogers RO4003C with dielectric constant of 3.55 and operate at 25.25 GHz. The thickness
of the substrate is 1.524 mm, and that of the metal cladding is 0.017 mm. The width of SIW (vias
center to vias center) is 5.1 mm corresponding to the width of 4.75 mm for the equivalent rectangular
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Figure 3. Normalized active resonant conductance (ARC) of slots versus number of slots in ﬁnite array
model.
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Figure 4. Normalized excitation coeﬃcients (EC) and normalized active resonant conductance (ARC)
of slots in the array.
waveguide. The spacing and diameter of the metalized vias are 0.9 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively. The
slot width is 0.15 mm, and the slot is ﬁlleted with ﬁllet radius 0.075 mm. The spacing of the slots is
6 mm so that the main beam points at an angle of θ = 65.2 degrees.
As traveling-wave-fed arrays, they must be terminated with a matching load to prevent reﬂecting
wave. In order to stabilize the excitation of the last few slots before termination, about 5 to 10 percent
of the power is passed and absorbed by the matching load. In our case, the power absorbed by the
matching load is Pl /Pin = 0.05. Excitation coeﬃcients of 16 slots for −25 dB Taylor distribution are
displayed in Fig. 4. By applying the proposed method, active resonant conductance distribution for
the 16-slot array is derived with formulas (1)–(3) and also shown in Fig. 4. With the method, active
resonant conductance distribution for the 32-slot array can also be derived.
In order to obtain the physical parameters of slots from the active resonant conductance
distribution, the relationships between active resonant conductance and slot parameters are derived from
8 slots ﬁnite array model, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The corresponding relationships, obtained from
a single slot model, are also shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. It is worth noting that the discrepancy between
active resonant conductance and self resonant conductance of slots increases greatly with oﬀset. This
means that mutual coupling in an SIW slot array is strongly dependent on slot oﬀsets. Therefore, for
high performance design requirement, mutual coupling in SIW slot array should be calculated carefully.
With these active resonant conductance relationships, the slot parameters including slot oﬀset and
length for 16-slot array are obtained from the calculated active resonant conductance distribution, as
shown in Fig. 7(a). These relationships can also be used for the design of a large slot array with any
number of slots; therefore, the physical parameters of the 32-slot array can also be derived, as shown
in Fig. 7(b). It should be noted that the computational complexity does not increase as the number of
slots in the designed array increases. This characteristic makes the proposed method suitable for the
design of large slot arrays.
The 16-slot and 32-slot arrays designed by ARCM are simulated with HFSS software. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 8. The 20 dB return loss band of these arrays is from 22 GHz
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Figure 6. Active resonant length (ARL) and self
resonant length (SRL) of slots.
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Figure 7. Oﬀset and length of slots in the arrays. (a) The 16-slot array; (b) The 32-slot array.
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Figure 8. Simulated S parameters of the 16-slot and 32-slot arrays designed by the proposed ARCM
and the 16-slot array designed by the Elliott’s method (EM).
to 28 GHz. The absorbed power of the matching load for these arrays (S21 ) is also shown in Fig. 8. At
25.16 GHz for 16-slot array and 25.17 GHz for 32-slot array, which are both very close to design center
frequency f = 25.25 GHz, the minimum power is absorbed by the matching load. In other words, the
maximum power is radiated through the designed slot array. For comparison, the simulation results
from the 16-slot array designed by the Elliott’s method (EM) are also shown in Fig. 8. The reﬂection
coeﬃcient from the 16-slot array designed by ARCM is very similar to that of the 16-slot array designed
by EM. The power absorbed by the load in the 16-slot array designed by ARCM is lower than that from
the 16-slot array designed by EM. It is caused by the calculation error of active resonant conductance
for the peripheral slots.
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Figure 9. Simulated H-plane normalized pattern at 25.25 GHz for the 16-slot and 32-slot arrays
designed by ARCM and the 16-slot array designed by EM.

Figure 10. The traveling-wave-fed SIW slot array antenna with sixteen slots.
The simulated H-plane radiation patterns at center frequency f = 25.25 GHz are shown in Fig. 9.
The pattern from the 16-slot array designed by ARCM is very similar to that of the 16-slot array designed
by EM, which veriﬁes the accuracy of the proposed ARCM. The SLLs of the 16-slot array designed by
ARCM are below −25.65 dB, and that of the 32-slot array designed by ARCM is below −28.41 dB. The
SLLs obtained by the simulation and SLL design goals are in good agreement. The diﬀerence between
simulated SLL and SLL design goal for the 16-slot and 32-slot arrays designed by ARCM is less than
2.6 dB. The diﬀerence is caused by calculation approximation of active resonant conductance for the
peripheral slots. The gain of the 16-slot array designed by ARCM at center frequency f = 25.25 GHz
is 15.02 dBi, and that of the 32-slot array designed by ARCM is 17.10 dBi.
4. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENTS
The prototype of the 16-slot array designed by the proposed ARCM is fabricated, as shown in Fig. 10.
Two symmetry tapered CPWG to SIW transitions are designed and aligned at the two ends of the
slot array for feeding the array and connecting with load, respectively. Two same 2.92 mm female end
launch connectors 1092-03A-6 from Southwest Microwave Corporation are soldered on the transitions
for being compatible with the ports of measurement instruments and coaxial matching load. These
CPWG to SIW transitions, demonstrated in Fig. 11(a), are optimized to match SIW and 50 Ohms
CPWG over wide band [18]. The optimized parameters are W0 = 1.18 mm, S0 = 0.15 mm, Wt = 3 mm,
St = 0.65 mm, Lt = 3.7 mm. The measured S parameters of the back-to-back CPWG to SIW transition
agree well with the trends of the simulated S parameters, as shown in Fig. 11(b). The diﬀerence in
the magnitude is caused by coaxial connector loss and possibly slight misalignment in the measurement
setup.
The return loss of the fabricated 16-slot array antenna is measured with Agilent vector network
analyzer PNA E8363B. The simulated and measured return losses are shown in Fig. 12. Good agreement
between measured return loss and simulated result for the 16-slot array with CPWG to SIW transitions
is observed. The small discrepancy between measurement and simulation is caused by the simpliﬁed ideal
coaxial connector models used in the simulation and imperfect fabrication dimensions. The measured
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Figure 11. Tapered CPWG to SIW transition. (a) The sketch of the transition; (b) Simulated and
measured S parameters of the back-to-back CPWG to SIW transition.
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Figure 12. Measured and simulated return loss for the fabricated 16-slot array antenna.
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Figure 13. Measured and simulated H-plane pattern for the fabricated 16-slot array antenna.
15-dB return-loss band is from 22.14 to 27.87 GHz.
The H-plane radiation pattern of the fabricated 16-slot array antenna is measured in the compact
antenna test range (CATR) of microwave engineering lab in Beihang University. In order to improve
noise ﬁgure of the measurement system, a microwave system preamplifer 83051A (45 MHz–50 GHz) of
Agilent is utilized. The simulated and measured H-plane radiation patterns at 25.25 GHz are shown in
Fig. 13. The measured result which is in good agreement with the simulated result indicates that the
SLLs in the H-plane are below −25.8 dB, considerably low and close to the design goal. The simulated
and measured gains also agree very well, and they are nearly constant around the center frequency, as
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Figure 14. Simulated and measured gain for the
fabricated 16-slot array antenna.
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Figure 15. Simulated and measured maximum
SLL for the fabricated 16-slot array antenna.
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Figure 16. The location of main beam (LMB) in the simulated and measured radiation patterns.
shown in Fig. 14. The maximum gain is 15.40 dB in the simulation and 14.85 dB in the measurement.
Considering the 3 dB criterion, the antenna measured gain bandwidth is 12.3% (23.5–26.6 GHz). The
simulated and measured maximum SLLs are below −20 dB from 24.5 GHz to 26 GHz, as shown in
Fig. 15. The location of main beam is nearly constant from 24.75 GHz to 25.75 GHz, which is very
similar to the result obtained in [10].
5. CONCLUSION
An active resonant conductance method for accurate design of large traveling-wave-fed SIW linear
longitudinal slot arrays is presented. Two SIW slot arrays are designed and simulated, and one of them
is fabricated and measured. Both simulated and measured results have veriﬁed the proposed method.
In the method, both external and internal mutual couplings are considered with the intermediary active
resonant conductance, which makes the proposed method very accurate and can be applied to low
SLL application. The uniformly excited ﬁnite array model to calculate the active admittance of slots in
array environment is independent of number of slots in a large designed array, which makes the proposed
method feasible and eﬃcient for the design of large traveling-wave-fed linear slot arrays. Simulation
and measurement results show that the proposed method is suitable for design large traveling-wave-fed
linear longitudinal slot arrays with good return loss and low sidelobe level.
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